Looking for some gourmet delights? See page 10.

Service No sanctions against WMHB DJs
planned j
for Spear
By Deborah Fuller
NEWS EDITOR

By Andrea Krasfeor
ASST. NEWSBPITOR

A memorial service is being planned
for Jodi Lynn Spear '92 who died in a.
plane crash along with her parents, on
Aug. 24.

pham wum&iof iOeatt of $tnd$ni$ * office
f o d iSp ear '02
$p(&t tod hor parents, Michael, 45,
and Judy, 47, were killed early in the
morning when a private planepiloted by
her father crashedbetween.two houses in
Maftapan, a suburb 20 mites outside of
Logan Airport in Boston.
The Spears were traveling- fro m
ChathanvMass., to Logan Airport where.
Jodi w^ Scheduled toloave fbr hOrjWuOr
yearabroad at KansaS Uhiverityin Japan,
She is survived by her threesisters,, Lisa,
-23, Lara 15, *m.d Jeni, 14.
^

"Stu. was fu$t phono rnetial in
Japanese/' said famae Prindle, her East
Asian Studies advisor "She always said
she wanted to go to Japan. She was so
0*_c. tad> Finallythe moment carno ftp go
to Japan} and sho couldn't get there."
"There's no way to sum her up in a few
words," one of her friends said. "Ail of
hor frionds loved her,"
One of her friends said/ "You know.
when you're 20 or 21 you think you're
Invincible, like nothing bad will ever
happen to you, Bu t thoso 'things do
happen. 1"
Assistant Dean of Students Pa ul
Johnston said the service is boingplai.nod
in conjunction with Mr family <ind tho
junior <!lass« flags on dampus wore
lowered to half mast from Aug, 24 to
Aug, 27,Q

Two local youths were suspended for six
days from their disk jockey positions at
WMHB, the college and community radio
station, for "inappropriate on-air behavior"
after a listener called in a complaint to the
Maine State Police headquarters in Augusta.
The listener claimed that the DJs were
using "vul gar language," according to Bruce
D. Fowler, operations manager. In addition
to the suspension, the two DJs received a
written warning from the WMHB executive
board .
No sanctions were imposed on DJsDerrick
Corson, 16, and John Manzo, 17, because the
plaintiff, Debbie Flynn of Palermo, Maine
failed to submit a written statement.
"We were reading the lyrics from various
songs and made it clear that we were reading
lyrics," said Corson. "Hardcore [music] is
not easy to understand so we'd read the
lyrics and then play the song." Fowler
maintains that the words were the lyrics of
groups as the Dead Kenned ys and riot
personal opinion. Because Flynn did not
submit a written complaint, the exact nature
of the alleged vulgarities is unknown.
The complaint was relayed to Colby Safety
and Security fro m the State Police and the
station was shut down by Security for four
minutes just before 5 a.m. on Aug. 28, said
General Manager Craig Damrauer.
Officer James Dickinson entered the studio
and asked the DJs to get off the air and go
home, according to Corson. "The officer said
""Whatever you are playing, shut it off. You

are off the air, according
to Corson.
Fowler said the security
officer was acting in
accordance with an
agreement made in 1988
between WMHB and Colby
Safety and Security that
allows security to remove
people from the studios if
they are breaking Colby
rules and regulations or
local, state or federal laws.
Flynn complained to
police that "two male DJs
were using vulgar language
and giving out a phone
number requesting an
ambulance," said Fowler.
Flynn's complaint
regarding the emergency
number was a simple
mistake because, said
Fowler, the WMHB phone
photo by Josh Friedman
number, 872-3348, is one
number different than the WMHB DJ 's Derrick Corson and J ohn Manzo
Waterville
Fire
Department 's old phone number, 873-3348. to call"
"We will be revamping the agreement,"
The Fire Department has since changed its
number to 877-7533 to avoid further said Damrauer. "I think it would be wise for
Safety and Security to call [the executive
confusion.
Dean of the College Earl Smith said he board]" in a similar situation.
Dickinson did not turn the station off,
was not aware that Safety and Security had
any agreement with WMHB. "I do not think said Fowler,explaining that it is against FCC
regulations for him to do so. He asked Corson
it is a good protocol," he said.
"According to the agreement, Safety and and Manzo to shut it off.
Corson, a Winslow High School student,
Security has the right to tell the DJ to go
home," said Fowler. "The DJ was then is a DJ at WTVL, a commercial Waterville
supposed to contact me, but the DJ neglected radio station.Q
i

Nieman marks plan for success
By Craig Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR

_

Just ask Tullio Nieman what he thinks of
Colby, an d b e pr epared f or a si mp le, direct
answer. "It is the best school I've been at so
far," declared the newly-appointed Director
of Student Activities. "And the prestige of
the school makes for a unique opportunity."
As he takes over the position left vacant
when former Director of Student Activities
John Farkas resigned last winter, N i eman
realizes that one of the keys to performing his
j ob successfully is to develop a good rapport
with the students, much the same as Farkas
did. But he foresees no problem.
"I'm very impressed by the students here,"
he said. "Th ey 're challenging, friendl y, h ave
positive feelings. I want to find out what they
want and help them attain it."

plwto by Josh Friedman
New Stu-A Director Tullio Nieman
"The key for me," he said, "is to find out
what students want to do. I want to
brainstorm with them , try an d get them to do
what they want. I'm going to make it a point
to go to every club meeting and spend a lot of

time [with the clubs] to ensurehigh visibility.
To further extend his visibility, Nieman
will also be living on campus, in Pepper, "just
to be here late at night, so people can find
me."
Nieman' has met and worked with Stu-A
and Commons'executives to begin plann i ng
for what he hopes to be an exciting and
eventful year. Already he has helped plan
several events,including tonight'sband night
in the Spa and tomorrow ni ght's comed y
special in the Student Center. 'The differences
between Colby and the other places I've
worked is many-fold ," he said. "I' m
impressed with what I see here."
Having arrived at Colby via similar stints
at Drew University in New Jersey and a
m i lit ary a cademy in Norw ich, Vt., Nieman is
no less direct in assessing what makes Colby
different. "Colby is everything Drew is trying
Nieman Continued On Page 12

Waterville police crash off-campus parties
By Paul Argiro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Since Colby students began
arriving last weekend , the
Watorvillo Police Department has
alread y responded to about a halfdozen noise comp laints regarding
students who live off-campus.
"It's bad already," sai d Police

Chief Everett Flanncry. Last year
wa s v ery bad [with noise
comp laints] and so far there is no
change. There is a definite potential
for serious problems."
Senior Geoff O'Hara who lives
on Hig h Street witnessed his parly
being broken up on Monday ni ght.
"One of the officers that came
down was absolutely outrageous,"

he said. "We had less than ten
people in the house with tho stereo
p laying and he came down and
started ticketing cars. Sure,
nei ghbors are justified in calling
tho police when a party gets out of
hand ,but when police start to jud ge
the size of a party by the number of
cars that happen to be out front,
then it gets ridiculous."

Flannery said that the police arc
'acting solely on complaints."
The source of the noise
complain ts is not known to the offcampus stu dents. "Our neighbors
across the street came over a ftcr our
par t y was b rok en up an d t ol d us
that they couldn't hear a sound all
night from our hous e," sa id jun ior
Greg Jackson , an off-campus

student living at a house known as
"The Ritz." "So we really don 't
k now wh o or i f any body called the
police."
According to Flannery, if noise
complaints continue at the current
rate , the police will consider
arresting students.
"These parties thatrun until three
Parties Continued On Page 12
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News Briefs g
But they left the trays

Three pieces of kitchen equipment worth about $9,500
were stolen from Roberts Union over the summer, according
to Director of Safety and Security Mark Van Valkenburgh.
He said the incident, in which an automatic meat slicer,
buffalo chopper and table top rhixer were stolen, occurred
either Aug. 2 or Aug. 3.
"I think it was someone familiar with food services
equipment because they took the attachments for the
chopper," said Mary Attenweiler, Director of Dining
Services, adding that there were no indications that the
burglary was an inside job.
"We went ahead and [re] purchased the items wasbecause
there were no leads," that would allow the equi pment to be
retrieved, said Attenweiler. The Waterville Police
fingerprinted but have no suspects, she said. An
investigation is still underway. (A.K.)

EEie to retire in Sept

Ellie Clark, the friendl y
postmaster known for going
out of her way to hel p
students, is retiring on
September 30. She will open
a new sport shop in the
fieldhouse
called
Teammates.She declined to
comment further at this
point. Communications
Supervisor Alan Lapan will
be taking her position. (T.D.)

Post Office changing f ace

The mailing system at Colby has been updated in an
effort to facilitate mail delivery and is expected to save the

post oficeworkers up to two and half hours each morning.
The LS Postal Service requested that Colby use a new
addresing system which adds 6,000 to students'mailbox
numters.
The switchboard, previously in thebasement of Eustis,
is nov located in the post office in the Student Center.
With in operator at the switchboard, the post office is
extending its hours to 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A fax machine is also available. The cost to receive
a fax it $.50 and the cost to sen d one domestically is $1and
$2 fora-forei gn fax. (T.D.)

Jitney on a schedule

Safety and Security will continue to run the Jitney
according to a regular schedule, but the program is not
"set in stone,"accord ing to Director of Safety and Security
Mark Van Valkenburgh. Safety and Security will be
meeting with Student Activities to finalize the system.
Van Valkenburgh is concerned about the possibility of
breakdowns because it has "104,000 miles on it and is not
a reliable vehicle," he said. Van Valkenburgh said his
request for a new vehicle was turned down in last year's
budget. The schedule, which was established last
February, will be posted around campus. (A.K.)

Toman j oins Tullio

Gina Toman, former
Assistant Director of
has
Commons,
assumed the position of
Assistant Director of
Student Activities,
filling in Todd Blake's
shoes. Toman will still
be heavil y involved
with the Commons
Council, but her new
position will give her
more
immediate
contact with students
and a wider range of
campus responsibilities.
Toman's vacated position will not be filled. A new
Assistant Director will no longer be needed in the
Commons Council as a result of the increased interaction
between the residential life council and Student Activities,
she said.

According to Toman, her career change is simultaneous
with a reorganization of the residential life council which
will "strengthen the bond" between the committees and
therefore provide a more consistent influence over student
life. (E.G.)

Bennett downtown

Dr. William Bennett, who
resigned from Colby last
spring, has opened a private
practice in Waterville. He is
a general practioner and
sees twenty to twenty five
patients daily, according to
Office Manager Nancy
Heaton-Jones. (T.D.)

S&S office gets face lift

After waiting twoyears,Mark Van Valkenburgh,Director
of Safety and Security, finally received the funds necessary
to renovate the Safety and
Security office in Robert's
Union. Changes made over
the summer include
restructuring the locker area,
alarm area, and closets.
Desp ite all the physical
changes, Van Valkenburgh
said there is no change in
policy. (T.D.)

Leon weds Lauri

"It's O.K. so far,"said Colby security officer Leon Richard
about his wedding on Aug. 4 to Lauri Bixby. The two
married at the Oakland United Baptist Church, celebrated
with a reception at Champions, and spent their honeymoon
at Bar Harbor. (T.D.)Q

Who's that stranger in my room?
By Emily Gallagher
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever wondered what
process could have possibly paired
you and your first-year roommate?
Was it so horrendous that the match
must have been made by picking
two names out of a paper bag
blindfolded? Or maybe it seems that
the college dug deep into your
history files to find such a
compatible roommate.
Colby falls somewhere in the
middle of these two extremes,
according to Paul Johnston ,
Associate Dean of Students in
charge of housing.
When asked about her
experience, one senior said, "My
freshman roommates were totally
disrcspcctfulof my privacy. I would
come homeat night, all their clothes
would be on the floor, and they
would be in bed with their
boyfriends."
H owev er , not all rooming
situations arc so annoy ing. "My
roomma t e an d I were t w o very
different people but we learned to
respect each other's differences,"
said one junior .
The process that p laces first-year
st uden t s i n a sma l l room wi t h a

complete stranger (or strangers)
begins with a brief questionnaire
sent out in May. Though ten broad
questions may not seem like enough
to match up students for a year,
Colby claims to have a hi gh success
rate with its simple method ,
according to Johnston.
Johnston relies heavil y on a

"He was a slob,
really. We didn 't get
along at all. We
tried to spend as
little ti me as
possible in the room
together, " -a Colby
J unior
computer to match up compatible
roommates. Using number codes,
t h e qu esti onna i r es arc matche d
according to the app licant 's
priorities regarding living habits
and housing requests.
Fulf illing requests for single sex
fl oors, ma tching non-smokers, and

pairing students who play music
while studying are the most
important tasks when assi gn i ng
roommates, said Johnston. '
Because Colb y is careful in
satisfying these basic requests,
problems between first-year
roommates tend to be "the ones we
couldn't assume from a p iece of
paper; the clash of personalities,"
said Johnston.
"He was a slob,really. We didn't
get along at all. We tried to spend as
little time as possible in the room
together," said one junior.
A major obstacle in finding a
harmonious pair exists because
students often won't admit to
certain habits on the questionnaire.
This year, for example, only eight
of the 420 first-year students
claimed to smoke. Chances are,
according to Johnston, that a few
non-smoking fi rst-yearstudents are
going to be placed with a smoker
desp ite their requests.
All in all ,however,Johnston sees
the m a t c h m a k i n g process as
successful, and the statistics back
h im up. In a study d one several
years ago, it was discovered that
approximately 65 to 70 percent of
first year roommates stayed
together f or t he i r sophomore
year. Q

H omem ade Fries

(with purchase of any sandwich and Colby I.D.)
Expires 9/30/90
*•
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Welcomes Back Colby Students

"You 're a cut above the rest and so are we"
It 's tome to forget about those "Kiddie Bu rger " places and
come on down to "The Horse 'N B u ggy " for the best
sandwiches in town.
*Oven fres h roast beef sandwiches
*Rea! hamburgers
*Steaks, Lobster, seafood & more!
*Over 21? Bring your I.D. for cocktails and Beer
*Tel. 873-6072*
*Call ahead for take-out *
*77 College Ave. (Across form Cumberland Farms)*

i
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Crowley and Kaliff ready to go
Andrea Krasker

ASST. NEWS EDITOR
As Student Association President
Shawn Crowley '91 and Vice
President Katie Kaliff'91 begin their
year in office, they are busy
following through on some of last
year's issues and examining what
may be this year's hot topics.
One new topic up for discussion
is a proposal by the Educational
Policy Committee to' limit the
activities of people on academic
probation, said Kaliff.
Right now the two are busy with
"things that were started last year
and never quite got finished," said
Kaliff. These issues include the
Women 's Task Force, the
satisfactory/unsatisfactory issue,IPLAY and the Jitney, among others.
Stu-A, in conjunction with
Student Activities, has been hard at
work planning events for this
semester,. as evidenced by the
"Warm Welcome" posters which
have appeared around campus. The
First Day of Loudness is scheduled
for Sunday afternoon behind the
Heights. It will be an outdoor event
with a band as well as alcohol for
peopleof age, according to Crowley.
Stu-A is planning to have a forum
every month to discuss a key issue.
The first month will focus on the
crisis in the Middle East, while the

Sanctions stand , may appeal

photo by josh Frieman
Stu-A Vice President J ^atieKaliff and President Shawn Crowley .
second forum will look at the issue
of free speech, said Crowley.
Apart from planning campus
activities, Crowley and Kaliff feel
strong ly about representing
students. "We'll question anything.
We'll question everything," said
Crowley. "If people have issues they
should come to us."
Crowley is intent on bringing in
more of a response from the campus
on issues. "Last year's student
government was very good," he
said. "We want to, continue and
hei ghten that."

By Crai g Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR

As t he n ew Vice Pr esid ent for
Admin i strative Affairs , W. Arnold
Yasinski brings a solid back groun d

in both business and academia to
take over Stanley Nicholson's tough
job of dealing with issues that
combine the two.

on-campus activity.
Court records confirmed
rumors about the presence of
severed heads of cows and live
Seventeen of the 37 Colby chickens at the initiation
students who were suspended for ceremony on March 17 at the
the fall semester because of their Grange Hall in Cambridge,Maine.
involvement
with
the The State Police also found more
underground Lambda Chi Alpha than 50 men, surrounded by kegs
fraternity lost in a court case of beer, on a stage wearing only
challenging the college's decision. underwear.
Details about specific activities
The 17 students,backed by the
Maine Civil Liberties Union, include "naked beer slides," in
brought the college before the which the naked men slid across a
Maine State Superior Court in beer-soaked floor,sacrificing two
August , arguing that their chickens by breaking their necks,
constitutional right to free and paddling the pledges to the
point that they received bruises.
association was violated.
The
college's
On August 8, the MCLU
victory
reinforced asummertimedecision brought the college before the
by the Dean's office and President Maine State Superior Court,
William Cotter to stiffen sanctions maintaining that Colby infringed
by instituting a new policy that on the first amendment right to
imposes an automatic one-year free assembly and the right to free
suspension for involvement in an association. They contended that
underground fraternity.
the college violated thenew Maine
Now, after the decision has Civil Ri ghts Act when itpunished
fallen in favor of the college, the them for fraternity activity.
MCLU is considering appealing
The Civil Rights Act, which
the case to the state Supreme was enacted in 1989 and modeled
Court , according to MCLU after a 1979 Massachusetts law,
attorney Jed Davis. 'The ruling is protects the constitutional rights
highly questionable," he said. of private citizens.
They will decide whether or not
Jud ge Alexander had once
to appeal by mid-September, said before sided with Colby. In May,
Davis.
he refused to issue a temporary
Superior Court Jud ge Donald restraining order which would
G. Alexander refused toagree with have allowed senior fraternity
the MCLU and ruled in favo r of members to partici pate in
the college on August 22.
graduation ceremonies.
"This court will not interpret
The suspended students must
the Maine Civil Rights Act to allow go through a re-admissionprocess
it to interfere with theassociational before entering Colby for the
choices freely made by the spring semester. Each student will
majority of the Colby students and be required to meet with the Dean
by the Colby College community of Students.
at large," he said.
Dean oftheCollege Earl Smith
The MCLU argued that the said that the 17students who were
fraternity activity was conducted plaintiffs in the court case will not
off-campus, but this argument betreated any differently than the
was easily defused, said Mary 20 who were not. Matava said it is
Ellen Matava, Associate Director assumed that all 37 students will
return.
of Communications.
"Without Colby, there are no
"We need to get assurance that
fraternities," she said. "The they [the returning students]
fraternities depended on Colby won 't perpetuate fraternity
for membership so that made it an activities," said Smith O
By Deborah Fuller
NEWS EDITOR

"Student's voices really have the
power," said Kaliff. "We want to
use that power in a good way to
improve Colby."
"We are trying to get more people
involved who aren't already on
Commons Council," said Kaliff.
"We want to get more voices heard .'"
"Clubs should be more
instrumental on campus," saidl
Crowley. "We want to get more
people involved, and betteir
allocation of funds, not just foir
sweatshirts and things."Q

Colby s new V.P. sets sights
"I think all
pr ivate colleges will
be affected by the
rise in tuition
eventually, but we
will need to be able
to continue
providing excellent
f aculty. We have
only two basic
sources of income tuiti on an d g if ts . If
we get caps on
tuiti on, we'd need
to cut exp enses/ '
including f aculty
salaries .

MCLU represents
?
LCA s In court

photo by J osh Friedman
W.Arnold Yasinski
Olf to a busy start, one of the
most pressing subjects Yasinski is
facing is the rising cost of tuition at
Colby.
"I think all private colleges will
be affected by the rise in tuition
eventually, but we will need to be
able to continue providing excellent
faculty. We have only two basic
sourcesof income-tuition and gifts.
If we get caps on t u iti on , we'd need
to cut expenses," incl u di ng facul t y
salar ies, he said.
"Schools like Colby are very
valuable to the U.S. in that they
provide liberal arts excellence which
the majority [of p eople] see as very
valua ble," he said.
Yasinski brings with him not
only solid business credentials, but
an equally impressive record in
higher education. "This was an
oppor tunity to unite two different
strands in my life—academia and
Yasinski
says.
b usiness ,"
"Academia was always my first
love."
With a deep commitment to
education, Yasinsk i wants to see a
better assistance to students who

can't afford a private education.
"We can't get into a position of
limiting any socioeconomicgroup,"
he said.
As a part of this commitment,
Yasinski is working to make Colby
more diverse and international.
"The world is becoming more in
touch; it's becoming smaller. The
emp hasis on international aspects
attracted me [to Colby], and we need
to bring more international students
here so we have a sense that the
world is in touch."
Yasinski received his Ph.D. in
Eng lish , and taught at Indiana
University before receiving an
M.B.A. in finance from the
University of Michigan. Soon after
that, he went to work as a product
manager for E.I. duPont, but his
love of academia remained.
"I did not miss the actual
teaching, but I missed the
scholarshi p and deep views of
academic life. You have to act very
quickly in business. But the two
aren't nearly as different as they
look. Both involve long-range
planning and dealing with a whole
range of people."
Fo r Yas i n ski , mak i ng t he
transition from his previous home
in Pennsylvania to his current one
in Main e was no t much o f a
hardship. "My wife grew up here.
My fa ther-in-law, Frank Parker,
taught here, and I've been coming
here in t h e summer, so I was aware
of what it was like. I even used my
fa ther-in-law's office to write my
dissertation."
"I was struck by the friendliness
an d attontiven ess of everyone here*
as well,"said Yasinski . "I f i n d Colby
to be a very comfortable setting,
very accepting."

Health Facilita tors

Previous Partici pa nt s/All inter est ed student s
PEER HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM

PRESIDENTIAL DINING ROOM
DANA AT 7:30 A.M.

ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN HEALTH PROGRAMS ON
CAMPUS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THIS INITIAL,
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. WE WILL FOCUS ON FALL
PROGRAMS, THE FACILITATOR ORGANIZATIONAL AND
MEETING STRUCTURE, AND THE TRAINING OF PEER
EDUCATORS. MEETINGS WILL BE HELD REGULARLYON
TUESDAY MORNINGS. BRING BREAKFAST. THE MEETING IS
PLANNED TO RUN UNTIL 8:20. PLEASE CONTACE GRETCHED
GEHRKE(3394) OR PATTI HOPPERSTEAD (3394) WITH ANY
QUESTIONS.

New COOT program proved successful

To Students in
the Class of 1994:

By Becky Streett
STAFF WRITER
(____MC—___—————)_¦— [¦_——M___
—____n_E_M ¦— ¦¦_—¦— ¦__¦_¦»__
Out of the woods, off the rivers
and ~ trails, and rep lete with
sunburns and numerous anecdotes,
this year's COOTers have arrived
on campus ready to filter into the
mainstream of campus life.
Many changes were made to
improve the fall 1990 COOT
program. The length of all trips, for
instance, was altered to four days
instead of the usual three and fiveday trips, and departures were
staggered, with eight trips leaving
each hour to prevent the massive
traffic jams and confusion of
previous years.
Furthermore,newStu-ADirector
Tullio Nieman added that,as of yet,
no decision has been made as to
whether COOT will be made
mandatory for next year. According
to Nieman, the cost of the trips will
be a factor in the decision. "People
can't keep planning trips without
knowing how much they will cost,"
he said.
The types of trips this year varied
greatly from those of previousyears,
essentially to offer more options for
the less "outdoorsy" students. The
new "Low Impact COOTs," as
Nieman calls them,included theater
and community service workshops.
Trips of the more strenuous nature
included horseback riding, whitewater rafting, canoeing and hiking.
In preparation for their trips, the
SfO upperclass COOT leaders took
part in solo outdoor and emergency

p hoto by J osh Friedman

Freshfrom the ride hack, a f e w COOTers take time to gather theirbelongings
medical trainingand heard a speech
from an outdoor specialist. As a
reward for their hard work and
dedication throughout the training
process,Nieman took the leaders to
see the Indigo Girls in concert in
Manchester, New Hampshire.
As for the actual trips themselves,
there were no major mishaps,
although, according to Nieman,
"one girl suffered a broken leg, and
one tri p left with another tri p 's
money. But other than that, things
went fine."
For the remaining six to seven
percent of first-year students who
did not take part in COOT, art
Professor Abbott Meader led an
orientation at Camp Caribou,where

They Ve here'

students worked on art projects
while getting acquainted with their
fellow classmates.
Though this year's COOT trips
are comp lete, j coordinators are
already hard at jwork planning for
next year. Nieman plans to further
expand the "low impact " trips to
create greater variety and
participation. He also hopes to
attract more faculty and staff
participation in the
upcoming years.
The
COOT
pjogram
has
provided excellent
opportunities for
first-year students
to get to know each

other while sharing an outdoor
experience.
COOT began in 1975 as just one
trip geared for those students
interested in hiking. Throughout
the years, however, Colby has
significantly expanded its COOT
program to arrive at a current
number of 41 trips, upping the
participation rate to around 93
percent.Q

Your assistance is needed!!
I am engag ed in a pr og ram
of independent research in
which I am studying some of
the problems associated with
science , education
in
elementary and secondary
schools in the United States. I
am particularly interested in
learning more about why so
many students seem to be
disinterested or intimidated by
the study of science.
Therefore, I solicit your
assistance with my research If
you would be willing to share
your experiences,both positive
and negative, in science classes
during high school and earlier
grades , p lease contact me.
While I wish to speak with all
students willing to participate,
this call for student input is
extended especially to people
who have decided not to major
in one of the natural sciences.
I will be able to speak with
you at your convenience
duringthe Fall semester,either
individually or in a small
group. You also may send me
written comments via campus
mail or electronic mail.
-Jay Labov
Department of Biology

Class of '94 Arrives on the Hill
.,

By Craig Appelbaum
Fe&wwsEditor
r
CMkyweteome$420members
^the<;ias6of l994> according to
Dean of Admissions Parker
Beverage. Although the 3,170
applicants for the cla$$ of 4U
marks a 3 percent decline from
last year 's pool, this year's
applicantsremained 'Very,very
Stron g," Beverage $&id< Thfe
'decrease is considerably lower
&amhenationafdecrea6c.in.the_
total wumber *>W8ymojd$.
¦
,
'';'•?'
oCoiby accepted %%% of its
totheclasso£'94+ Out
appl«anfs
0f^ ha t$l transfer applicants,41
ji f af a accepted and U
ittatrieulatod< In the early*

de^ifltt pool, $09 student
applied,!^ wereaccepted and 1$1 '
matriculated.
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NEWSLETTER EDIT OR

Applications now being accepted for this
new student position.
Use jraur creativity, organization skills, and
leadership to coordinate the publication of
the bi-weekly Career Services Newsletter.
Gain desktop publishing and supervisory skills.

Inquire at Career Services , 2nd floor Roberts ,
for application and full job description.
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Sponsored by Student Activities

September 6

September 9 .

JUNIOR CLASS P
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Field behind Roberts. Dinner hour until?
Juniors come join your class!
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September 21

FROM NEW ORLEANS AND ROVING
COMEDY WITH JOSitf HEIBON
9pm-1am Student Center.

September s
GO'S DANC1 mSSSK
with "The Trend" Free food! 9pm-1pm

Free food and prizes!
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Natural Light & Squawkie 's Beast 1/2 barrels- $30.97++
Busqh 1/4 Barrel - $19.97++ |Busch Bar Bottles case- $9.57++
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WE WELCOME Mon-Sat 7am-9pm
RETURNABLES i Sun l2pm-7pm
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Founded in 1877
LORI WRIGHT,. Editor
ALISA ATTARDI, Manag ingEdiior
HEIDI MEEHAN, Layout Editor
DEBORAH FyLLER, News Ed itor
R.B. KIERNAT, Business Manager
BILLY GOODMAN, Sports Editor
JOSH FRIEDMAN, Photography Editor
CRAIG APPELBAUM, Features Editor PETE CARPENTER,
BRENT LIVINGSTON, A & E Editor
Advertising Manager
CHIP SMITH, Op inions Editor
MARK MUIR , Subscriptions Manager
ANDREA KRASKER,/lssi. News Editor
PAUL ARGIRO, Asst. Sp orts Editor
KATHERINE ROGERS, Asst. Layout Editor
HILLARY ROBBINS, Asst. Photography Editor
KRIS OWENS, Librarian
TheEd itorial is theofficialopinion of the paper. The other opinions present on this page do not necessarily
represent the views otThe Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor mustbe signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colby Echo no later tha n
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Fall in Kuwait
This summer we saw Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein invade Kuwait, a situation that shoul d
con tinue to fri ghten us after our recent return to
Mayflower Hill.

If the dra ft is reinstated, there is a distinct possibility that students
like ourselves will be asked to serve in the military. Once arriving in
this cozy haven of academia called Colby, most of us fail to think about
what it would be like to go to a foreign country and kill someone. But
the issue should not get lost as we get caught up in the routine of
campus life.
Maybe the situation will pass and no more Americans will have to
go. Then again, th at 's what people said while Richard Nixon was
secretly dropping bombs in Cambodia. Don't forget that money,
might, and resources truly make the planet spin.
. It is very easy to come to this wonderful school and lose yourself in
it; to not read the paper, to not talk about what is going on. There is little
justification for that attitude,however, when surrounded by intelligent
people with the same fears. _>o riot wait until they send you a clraft
notice to decide how you feel about a Fall in Kuwait.

Support the underdogs
Last year the Colby community supported the
college in its decision to suspend fourteen students
who were players on what was becoming .a strong
football team. Students, faculty, and administrators
called for stiff punishments, and we got it. We
supported the sanctions, now we must suppoft the
consequences.

This fall we should redirect our support to the football team. They
are 50 courageous men full of enthusiasm and in dire need of fans.
As the Colby football team started winning more games over the
past few years, including two consecutive CBB championships, the
stands started filling up. Not only did more people attend home and
away games, but they stayed through the second half. And they paid
attention. And they cheered .
Winning teams usually, and quite naturally,generate support from
the community. Of course it's more fun to watch Colby trounce Bates
than it is to see them lose. But, from the way things are looking on
Seavern's Field this season, we may be watching the latter.
But win or lose, we should be watching. And staying through the
half. And cheering. Win or lose.
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Letters

Dear Colby Parents,

Each year you send your son or daughter off to school, to the north woods
of Maine where some unknown group of Colby administrators, faculty,
coaches and dining services employees takes care of them. Sometimes they do
a good job, sometimes they don't. You have the right to know. The Colby Echo
will tell you.
Last year's Echo subscribers read the following headlines, plus much more
College Cracks Down, Lamdas Gone
Campus Safe But Improvements Needed
ROTC Headed for Showdown
Beating Eating Disorders
White Mules Capture ECAC
What Did Ana R. Kissed Actually Tell Colby?
Peeking in Colby's $ Pocket
Dana Visited By Pest Patrol
The only way to know whafs really happening at Colby is to read the Echo.
Let's face it,occasional phone coversations withyour sons and daughters can't
possibly cover the news the way we do.
And those glossy publications like Currents and the alumni magazine are
just that - glossy. They set out to paint the beautiful portrait of Colby and they
do it well. But for $22 a year ($20 if you sign up before Oct.l), the Echo will send
you the true portrait of Colby,the good and the bad, each week.
You deserve the right to be informed . We hope you enj oy this copy of the
Echo and decide to continue reading our student newspaper. We guarantee
delivery of all 1990-91 issues (at least 24) or else we will refund your money.
Just send in the coupon below.
Let's keep in touch.
Sincerely,
Z4e Cal&g 2,eAa ^ t a f y f y

,

. . . . . . . ,;„ ; ,
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Don't Be Left In The Dark!Subscribe Now To The Colb y Echol
$20 before Oct.l
$22 after Oct. 1
Make checks payable to The Colby Echo.
Mail this order form to:
The Colby Echo, Subscriptions
Roberts Union
Colby College
Waterville, Maine 04901
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE
ZIP
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Students OnTlie Street:

•

If you had to write an essay on your
i
summer vacation, what would the title be? §
Norman Stillman '92
"Fifty thingsyou can do with a dead
rat."

Shawn Crowley '91
"How to make a quick buck or
Scraping for Cash"
«
l «
«
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lulie Eells '92
Steve Marshall '91
"Hell in a Bank: My life as a teller "

Sarah Scott '93
"Havin g fun, Swimming Far, and
Drinking on a Bar."

Take yonr best shots
Students vs. administrators
fraternity resolution, seem to h ave
created an antagonistic and
destructive student-administrative
relationship. However, this type of
disagreement and controversy are
by no means symptoms of a
polarized , embittered campus.
Rather, they are indications of a
constructive learning environment.
When the campus becomes
divided on essential issues,
ultimately the result is an interested
and informed student body. This
type of charged environment
should be the goal of every college
administrator and of every college
student.
So, here is a. lesson for both sides.
Administrators, don't become
obsessed with your negative image
on campus. In the past, you have
resolved sticky issues such as IPLAY and mandatory COOT
without first consulting interested
and important student sources. I
suppose the premise is if students
are excluded from the decision
making process their voices will go
unheard and hopefully unnoticed.
When confronted by conflict, the
administration will offer flowery
exp lanations backed by little
concrete action in an attempt to
diffuse the issue. And just as things

begin to get heated up on campus,
ourparentsand alumni are placated
by fairy tales of students and
administrators living, loving, and
working together.
Camouflaging and propaganda
do not snuff out distasteful
disagreements, they simply
encourage student distrust.
Students will always disagree, but
if we know the administration is
willing to accept our input,the fi ght
becomes so much more worthwhile.
Challenging the students is your
job.When you makea bad decision,
confront conflict with open arms.
disguise
student
Don 't
disagreement, revel in it!
Students , just because our
administrators make questionable
decisions and are stubborn about
revoking them, don't sit back in
your armchair of apath y and
complain. Although it 's difficult, it
is possible to evoke change on this
campus.
However, as the late great John
Farkas said,"Students at this school
have more power than they realize.
They just need:'to figure out how to
use it!"
Learn to use tyour tools on
campus. Remember that Stu-A, allBest Shot Continued On Page 12

great deal of quality housing is just
not available.
Colby puts first year student
All summer I've been dreaming housing first, which is a good idea
about how to arrange the 160 square because it makes their first
feet of my palatial double in impression of Colby a positive one.
Averill. This task was made more Unfortunately, this is done at the
challenging after I purchased a sofa cost of the sophomore class. In last
for the room,but I had it all planned. year's room draw, there was one
The beds would be elevated, the triple for the entire class. It was
couch would be placed against the only available to male sophomores
who lived in Chaplin Commons.
window, and ...
Even worse, a number of
Unfortunately,like so many other
spring
sophomoresleftforhomelast
living
fantasyof
Colbystudents,my
not
knowing
where
they
would
be
arrival.
my
upon
in comfort ended
living
this
fall
.
When
they
returned,
as
broken
Both of the beds were
well as missing the.little pegs that a large number of lounges had been
makesjbunking possible. This woke converted into the rooms as
me up to a lot of the problems that temporary housing. Around fifty
exist with housing at Colby. Each sophomores will begin the year in
year, living on campus becomes these converted lounges.
As for housing at other colleges,
more difficult, as the premium
it
seems like all my friends from
few
precious
rooms consist of the
home
arc living in a suites. Even the
various
quadsin thcHeightsand *c
less
highly-funded
institutions have
A
suites scattered around campus.

cable T.V. in their dorms, at least in
the lounges. I am not asking for
movie stations,but it would be nice
to get more than three stations, and
CNN is a must. The local news
stations are weak in covering the
national issues and the addition of
cable would make this situation
much more comfortable.
The administration promises to
have phone lines in all the dorms
soon, a goal that it appears it will
achieve. Shouldn't they have been
working on this years ago?
Colby is a college that takes pride
in the many superlatives it offers to
students. Its excellent faculty,
athleticfacilitics ,computer services,
academic opportunities, and
beautiful grounds show thebenefits
of Colby's caring hand. It is hard to
understand how a problem so all
encompassing as the housing*
shortcomings could go neglected
for so long.Q

By Ch ip Smith

. OPINIONS EDITOR
It is unavoidable. Every year
during COOT I'm faced with an
impossible question from a firstyear student desiring in sid er
knowl ed g e about the Colb y
campus. This year 's question
occured after I devoted a significant
amount of time to explaining how
the administration and the student
body spend much of the year at
odds about campus issues. This
particular COOTer's question was
exactly what I deserved.
"If the administration and the
student body disagree about so
much, why is Colby considered
such a good school?" he said.
Well, Jason, I'll give it my best
shot!
It is no secret that Colby students
administrative
and
their
counterparts have had more than a
few confrontations over the last few
years. The CI.A. decision, the
R.O.T.C debate, and the I-PLAY
controversy have been some of the
more memorabledisputes that have
occured during my four years here.
These specific confrontations, as
well as a drawn out and painful

Housing hassels remain
By Andrew Stanley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

'Spendin g the summer in a forei gn
country where nobody speaks
English"

Stop tuition increase

Imagine if you will y your
interview with,a prestigiousbank
irt New York. At this interview
you inform th^ bank that you will
workonly if yavtaregivenayearly
raiseof 10 percent, I doubt you'd
get the p h.However,,thisis what
Colbyhas demanded from, us far
the last four years*

Matt Lehman

THROWING STONES
Or,try to picture my five year
old sister, i would only hopethat
she would follow in my footsteps
and come to Colby,~bvt at the
current tuition, increase rate* her
first year would co§t almost
$150,000. What Colby,an d most
Other Mew Extend schools havo
been, doing to students in;the last
four years is ludicrous* Our
countiyisenteringarecession,and
'NewEngland,wherea majority of
Colbystudents liv«_v is bearing a
Urge brunt of the economic
downturn* The facts are simple,
m ost people's real income has n ot
increased with the ra ke that tuition
ha$,and thod.sparitybetween th£
two is growing wider every year,
CQlbyyearnsfordiversity,and has
taken many positive steps to

This socioeconomic group is
slowly being squeezed out because
they have too much money to
qualify for substantial aid*but not
enough to afford a yearly bill of
$2G$3G. At a yearly increase©? ten
percgn-wthoseof youin the dassof
1994 will paying$27,285by your
senior year. Colbyis on the road
to becoming a schoolwhere many
from a very privileged class of
society willbe able to subsidizea
few from a less privileged one.
And that is not diversity by any
means*
it is unfair to singleout Colby,
since most aeademlcallySquiyalept private colleges have
adopted similar tuition levelsat
the same frightening rate. Colby
is no more guiltythananyof these
Other Schools, but ii does have an
opportunity to make a change.
Colby has always" been" a
pioneer among New England
schools, whether it be admitting
women,making stridesto Increase

diversity, or experimenting with

new courses and departments* It
is time for Colby to take a stand,
albeit aw unpopular one with its
fellow college^
Try to keep tuition down, or at
least raiseitata ratocommensurate
achieve it , however, it is also withthestateoftheeconomy. You
shootingitself in thefoot* .Diversity cannot put a price tag on a good
comes from having studentsof all education,but unless Colby stops
racesandwfllksofllfe.. Wlth ye&rly conforming to "the rules of the
tuition .r.ci:ea&e$, Colby i$ tuition game/' fewer and fewe*1"
Squceaingout themiddlcclassand people will ho able to t<&p the
losing a significant source of thi& benefits that Colby has to offer. O
diversity.

Summer changes
By Mary Beth Heiskell
STAFFWRITER

It is hard to come back to college
after a three month break. As
psyched as you may be to see your
buddies again, and maybe to start
classes, many things have changed
over the summer. Some of your
friend s may have graduated orgone
away, you may be living in an
unfamiliarrcsidcncehall with a new
roommate, or you may no longer
have that girlfriend or boyfriend
you've been going out with since
high school.Whatever the changes
- either at Colby or with yourself adjustments are necessary.
This year I came back early for

COOT and had a particularly
difficult time readjusting to the
some of the new changes on
campus. One of the first mistakes I
made was unconsciously parking
in front of my old residence hall.
After realizing my mistake, it was
certainly tough to continue on to
Dana, my "home sweet home" for
this year.
The next surprise was going to
my mailbox and discovering that
my previous box number had
increased by 6,000. Now it's time to
call my credit card company, tape
club, and bank, not to mention my
friends and family. Thisisachange
with which I'd rather not deal.
Changes Continued On Page 12

David Lynch f s latest lunacy;

Colby
Grad Goes
Gourmet •

s,Wild At Heart" comes to Railroad Square
By Brent Livingston
A&EEDITOR

Winner of the 1990 Cannes Film Festival,
David Lynch's "Wild at Heart" offers a
cornuco pia of violence, sex, and off-beat,
Lynchian-style humour. Starring Nicholas
Cage, Laura Dern and Willem Defoe, the film
features cameos by such well-known cult
fi gures as Issabella Roselinni "Blue Velvet",
Crispin Glover "River's Edge",and John Lurie
"Down by Law".
From the Blitzkrieg-style opening to the
deliriously tack y and ha ppy endin g, Lynch's
ref reshingly bizarre view of America and its
inhabitants is taken to extremes as Sailor
(Cage) and his steamy girlfriend Lula (Dern)
escape "parental pressures" and head west
for California.
A twisted variation on the "Wizard of Oz,"
the film follows the two down the Yellow
Brick Road of the American landscape. This
time, however, man-eating trees and wicked
witches aren't all that stand in their way.
Fro m evil voodoo killer s to p sych otic sex
maniacs, this poor couple meets them all. In
the end, only the good fairy (Laura, of the
T.V. show "Twin Peaks") can save the day.
Throughout the movie, Lynch alludes to
"Twin Peaks" through his use of randomly
placed, deran ged char acters , each its own
twisted stereotype. The film lacks the depth
of most of his previous films, and we are
often left wondering about the fates of the
inhabitants of Lynch's world. Lynch's latest
effort is easily comparable to his earlier works.
"Wild at Heart" is less invo lved than "Blue
Velvet," yet equally as violent.
Violence in the film is presented
graphically and taken for granted , mocking
the standard horror or thriller format. In fact,
throughout much of the gruesomeness the
audience seemed humoured , perhaps a
reaction to the heavy metal soundtrack.

Lynch eagerly shocks his audience with
his interpretation of whalt the American road
stands for. To him,the innocent days of travel
are gone, replaced by a violent world of
lunatics. Shock seemsto be what this movie is
really about - the kind of shock your parents

experience when you show them a squished
bug. If you can stand it, the movie is fun ,
entertaining, and worth seeing. "Wild at
Heart" opens Sept. 21 at Railroad Square
Cinema.Q

Little Feat ? s roaring comebacks
Those Feat 'll steer you right with "Representing The Mamba"

By Brent Livin gston
A & E EDITOR
Little Feat 's new album ,
"RepresentingThe Mambo,"is fastpaced and uplifting, putting the
listnerinafun-lovingstatc-of-mind.
Assuredly, the lp sound is slightly
more upbeat than their previous
efforts.
;

Twister."
The second cut, "Daily Grind,"
lends a serious note to the album's
light hearted texture. The song goes,
"'Cause we're living like there ain't
no tomorrow/ Dealing in some
dangerous times/ And it comes
right down to beg, steal, orborrow/
To try and make the daily bread ."
"Daily Grind" epitomizes the ailtoo common sentiment that we're
living toO well and living a life of
lies while society collapses around
us.
Eighteen people sit in on the title
track, "Representing The Mambo"
which Little Feat has put their full
effort into. However, this Spanish
riddle , full of Latin riffs and
references to Rio and Spain, is
difficult to deci pher. Perhaps, the
band purposefully docs to recreate
the mystique associated with Latin
American and Spanish nights.
Another excellent track is "Rad
Gumbo."A rolling, party-like tune,
it tells of the Club Rad Gumbo
where "Mama's pots are boiling,
"Representing The Mambo's" band starts to blow/ Piano keys
sound is an appealing mixture of fl y ing like Fats Domino." This song
country, classic rock, and Texas makes no serious social
Trash. The opening song, 'Texas commentary, but it's refreshing to
Twister" checks in as the most note that the band has retained its
popular sing le release from down-to-earth attitude over the
"Representing The Mambo," as it years.
lyrically parallels a woman with a
The Feat can go head-on country,
Texas panhandle tornado. Says the as well. "Those Feat'll Steer Ya
song, "She picked mc up. She put Wrong Sometimes" is a typical
mc down./ She's a real Texas countrv ballad about a band

Gastronomic delights have finally
made It to WafcerviHe. Entrepreneurs
Alison Steddart and Jon JorgensOn
*tColby*8$}openedaquaintfood shop
a little over a month ago to MBit
Waterville's gourmet desires.
Jorgensen's. Gourmet Goods ,
nestled in a cozy nook next to Joe's
SmokeShopindowntown Waterville,
iscrammed with luscioustidbifcs. The
shop sells everything from freshly
ground coffees, exotfeteas,fine wines,
and an extraordinarilylarge selection
of cheeses to locally-bakedfreshbread,
herbed vinegars, and quality Maine
specialties such as smoked seafood
and syrups.
In its first five weeks of business,
the store has- attracted - many cjiy
residents and ga rnered positive
comments, according to the owners.
Most amazingly , accor di ng t o
Stoddari, is the wide array of peop le
shopping in the store, includi ng
doctors* lawyers, kids, students,, and
professors.
Theowners are running their Store
with a flexible hand by offering to
special-order products not in stock
and ship ping gifts for special
occasions, Theyalso make sandwiches
and specialty baskets,, such as the
Homecoming Basket currently in the
planning stages. Although they don't
actually cater, lor gensep's will assist
you in planning dinner parties and
menusthat accommodateyour palate
as well as your bud get.
_ iS
,Theidea for thejointventuresprang
from the wealth of epicurean stores
that Stoddart , an Ohio native and
J orgenscn/ from China, Maine,
experienced when living in the San
Francisco area earl ier this year.
Cou pled wit h a love for cooldngand
the desire to fill people's culinary
needs, their plans are based on the
fundamental goal of supply inequality
food*
Thejorgensen-Stoddart partnership
has plans for its business, including a
chain of stores in Ma ihe,expansion of
inventory to incl ude cooki ng utensils,
and a larger selection of imported
foods. "It'll go. We'll make it work,"
said Jorgensen .C** w
k¦

member 's encounter
with a Texas Ranger.
"When the Feat's on the
box the speed just slips
my mind," he explains.
The Ranger humorously
rep lies, "Son, those
Feat'll steer you wrong
sometimes."
Produced by George
Massenburg and Bill
Payne and put out by
Warner
Brothers
Record s Inc., Little Feat has put
together a fine come-back album in
"ReprcscntingTheMambo."It's not
merely another rehashing of
previous material that many old
bands have been producing for
some quick cash. "Representing The
Mambo"contains well-thought-out
material that show's dedication.
Although there arc no mainstream
tunes, it is a fine effort, offering a
pleasant listen. If you buy this lp
you'll know those Feat have steered
vou rieht.Q

National College
Poetry Contest

open to all college and university
students desiring to have tlteir poetry
antholog ized. Cash prizes will be
awarded the top five poems.
Deadline; October 31. For contest
rules,sent stamped envelope to:
International Publications ,
P.O. Box 44044-1
Los Angeles, CA 90022

1. Would you like to work for
yourself?
2. Would you Ilka to oot your own
hour*?
3. Are you self-motivated?
4. Are you a bit til an entrepeneur?

_wa-«_-»-MMa--am_»«m_-M-^n__im_««__ptH«--MM*_-i

II you answered YES to all of the above,
you are juet the pe tson we're looking fori
Ae an American Passage Campus Representative, you will be responsible for
placing advertising on bulletin boards .
You willalaohave the opportunity to work
on marketing programs for such clients
as American Express, Ford, and Boston
University. There are no salts Involved.
Many of our reps stay with us long after
graduation. For more Information, call or
write us a|(he following address:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
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Seattle, WA 08110-4107
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Ghost. Demi Moore, Patrick Swa^ey,
9%f itCif e
and Whoop i Gol dberg star in this
thrill er <
Amigo 's/ ' U you enjoy a r ust ic off-beat super-natural UQ%
$'A%
atmosphere where live fol k music is Rated PG-13. Show times:
played on -Fridays and Saturdays , try 7:10, 9,40,
Amigo's. 9 DanaSt, . Port land. 772-0772.
Darkman. A gen etic scientist has a
Chez. The "i nspector s * will be nasty lab accident . Rated R. Show
performing at the Chez on Water SL . times 1:10, 3:35, 7:00. 9:30.
Waterville. If you Ye over 21 come check
3teif a > ocCSquareCiwmn
out the local crowd <
' j esvs of Montreal An unort hodox
J ohn Martin 's Manor. Sorry, no more version of the Passion Play being
live entertai nment here, but they still staged on the hill that overlooks
have comedy night on Thursdays ,
Montr eal. Go see this winner of the
Cannes Film Festival , Nightly
1989
RachaeJ 's. Live mus ic on the weekends at 7:00 and 9:30; aiso at 1:00 p.m, on
f romSiOO to 1:00. Cal i 622-1364 to find Saturday and Sunday .
out more. Whitten Road , Augusta.
Exhibit s
favorite
A
Attraction.
Roadsi
de
'&
Raoul
Coilege(Oiin Arts Center )
Bates
dining and dance club to hear the best No exhibits until the September 14,
of l ocal bands and to eat the tastiest when the Maine Craft Exhibit will
Tex-Mex food. Forest Ave., Portla nd. take place. This exhibit will run
774- 1441J
throu gh Nov. 4. For more info, cal l
' 786-6255.
Happ y Wheels Skate Center, Try roller
skating here. Cal l 87-3-1805 for a ; Bowdoin Coliege(Watker Art
j
schedule,
! Building)
A black and white -photography
Sla tes. Dine In this warm, artful II exhibit consistin g mostly of
environment specializing in exotic ¦landscapes by Paul Caponigro and
seafood dishes, at 169 Water St,, varied contem po r ary pri n ts from
Augusta, Dinner starts at 5:30, For : the Vi nyl Haven Press. Museum
reservations call 622-9575,
hours: 10 p.m. to 5 P*m. Sundays
f rom 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. , Closed
' Mondays , For more info, call 725Movies
3000.
Hoyr s Cinema Listin g
JFK Drive, 873-1300
Colby College
Fiatliners ,Medical Students explore the Museu m hours are Monday through
freaky world of life after death. Rated Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon and
1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.: Sundays, 2 p.m.
R Showt imes:i:30, 3:50, 7:30, 9:50,
to i:3Q p.m.
The Freshman . Marlon Brando and
Mat hew Br oderick star in this Extra
combination of "The Graduate " . Outing Cl ub Cabin, Only 10 miles
"Rai nman" , and Tootsle." Rated PG. away is a beaut ifu l lake-fron t spot
that is your s to take advantage of,
Show times; 1:00; 3:20, 7:05, 9:35.

Comings\
Qoings 1
>

(Thursday/ Sep tember 6
5:00 : Junior Class Field Day and
Carnival will be held behindRoberCs
Union. Dinner hour until ?
7:00 : The Biological Film Festival
will be showing the film "Inherit
The Wind" in the Audiovisual room
in the basemen t of Miller .
7.GO & 9:15 : Stu-A film "Animal
House " will be shown in Lovej oy
100.

3;30 ; Opening Band Night featuring
music of the 60' s, 70's. and &G*s
featuring the ban d 'Doubleplay' ,

Fridayt Sep tember7
7:00 i The Biologica l Film Festival
will be showing the film "I nherit
The Wind" In the Audiovi sual room
m the basement of Miller.
7)00 & 9:15 : Show i ng of the Stu-A
film "Animal House" in Lovejoy 100.
9. 00 : Live Comedian in the Spa
named Henry Cho. Great laugh s and
Snackst

Saturday/ Sep tember 8
' 7;00&9;i5; This is your last chance
to see the Stu- A film "Animal Hou se "
in Lovej oy 100 .
8;00 : The Mew En gland New
Vaudeville Revue will brin g Us
hilariou s and personal approach to
entertainment to Stridor Theater.
Tickets are $2 with a Colby I.D, Call
872-3368 for reservations.
9:00 ; Sixties Dance Music with "The
Trend" in the Student Center* Free.
Food - a must show!

Taking Care of Business.The titleis self12;00 : The First Day of Loudness - a explanatory, Rated R, Show times 1:20.
campus-Wide lunc h being held at 3;40, 7:20, 9:45.
the Heights,
,
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You can pick up a map in the Outing
. Ciub case In the Studen t Center,
The Exorcist III , The good
x priest from Also, sign up for s ky-diving with '
thefirst movie turns into an evii entity .
Rated R. Show times: 1:00, 3;30, 7:40, the Outing Club. Sign up $lmt is in
the same case,
9:55.
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White- water Raf ting, One and twoday trips are offered on the "North
Country River$r CM 445-2626 for
more info.Q
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Attentio n musicians and singers! Bill y Goodman will be comp iling a
list of people with variou s musical ta lents in an attemp t to facilitate people
forming bands this year. If you have any typ e of musical ability , or are
looking to get a band started , please contac t Bill y Goodman, Box 735 1. and
leave your name , address and whateve r other p ertinent information you feel
is needed.

Changes

Continued from p a g e9
And then there were certain
mental changes that needed to be
made. For example, 1 am no longer
a sophomore or a "going-to-bejunior/ 'Iamajuni or. The reality of
graduation into the harsh world
outside of the Colby bubble is now
a lot closer to home, while the
realization that Ihave survived two
years of college life amazes me.
However, I had slight problems
getting that straight in my own mind
when, playing the infamous name
game during COOT training, I
blurted out, "I'm a Senior," fast
forwarding my time at Colby a bit
too much.
Over the past two weeks at Colby
I have come to one conclusion. In
order to best adapt to all of the
changes you encounter upon your
return,change your mental attitude
as quickly as possible. Start by
repeating your present year and
new residence hall ten times to
yourself. Then, say goodbye to the
memories and past experiences at
Colby and look forward to starting
a new year. There's a class of new
faces to meet, loads of classes to
take, new professors to learn from,
leadership positions to assume,and
good times to have. Focusing on
the positive changes will make
adapting a lot easier.Q

Extras

Best shot

Contin ued from page 9
campus forums,hall meetings,and
the Echo are all valid and effective
thorns in the administration's side.
If youdisagreewith school policy,
kick, fight, and scream until
something gets done. For a tuition
of $20,400 Colby is your school,and
change is your responsibility.
So the answer to my COOTer's
question is a simple one. Conflict,
controversy, and confrontation
between
students
and
administrators are all part of the
formula that makes Colby a*great
school.
Remember, complacency and "go
with the flow"politics have no place
on a college campus. When did the
status quo ever produce progress
in any arena? And keep in mind
that no matter what side you are on,
both sides are simply trying to make
Colby a better place.
Whatever the case, its time to
ring the bell and start the '90-91
match. I just hope that Dean Earl
Smith and the rest of the crew didn 't
lose their gloves over the summer.Q

Jane Fonda on t he hill
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Continued from p- age 1
or four in the morning will not be
Flannery.
tolerated," said
"Whatever the law allows, if a
neighbor complains about too much
noise coming from one of these
par ties, then we, as a police unit,
will do our job."
Jackson and his house-mate,
senior Charles Riopel, are making
efforts to work with police instead
of against them.
"We are going to talk to our
neighbors and ask them to give us a
call before they call the police if we
are being too loud," said Riopel.
"We would also like to ask students
who come to our parties to respect
the nei ghbor's rights, too. The more
problems we can avoid with the
Waterville Police Department, the
better it would be for all of us. Police
will act on complaints and we have

Ik LittCe(Bookstore l&atCould

We have
pffij
If mkf new & used
wWrWf. textbooks!
? Quality Books and Magazines
? Special Orders
?Gourmet Coffee
? Sunday New York Times & Boston Globe

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square, Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5
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Contin ued from page 1
to be," he said. "I'd say the student
make-up at Drew is a notch lower
than at Colby. The quality of Colby
students is high."
Perhapsabove all other priorities
is Nieman's strong commitment to
Stu-A's continuing support of the
many clubs and activities on
campus. "Stu-A has pledged itself
to work closely with clubs.,"he said.
Part of his role as Director of
Student Activities is not only to
oversee the many clubs on campus,
but also to work directly with each
of the four Commons.
"It's a traditional commons
system," he said of Colby's
arrangement. We [Nieman and the
Commons' leaders] should work
together for the benefit of the
Commons, and I think we'll be able
to do that/'Q
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Actress fane Fonda and her son, Troy Garrity Hayden, visited Colby 's
Admissions office on August 29. Hayden interviewed with Dean Parker
Beverage,fol lowed by a tour on which Fonda battled off local
p hotograp hers
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to respect that."
.z
concern
in the
great
"There is
ht
Waterville community rig now,"
said Flannery. "Colby students are
being stereotyped by the
community again as spoiled brats
who don't know how to control
themselves. It's a reflection on the
college and it puts a label on the
students."
The involvement of Colby
students with Waterville police has
also caused concern in the Dean's
office.
"The people of this community
shouldn't have to deal with things
that affect their livelihood," said
Joyce McPhetres-Maisel, Associate
Dean of Residential Life . "If
someone has to get up for work at 6
a.m., there is no reason why they
should be woken up halfway
through the night by a Colby party.
We are very concerned with this
issue."Q

VS. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
US. INFORMATION AGENCY
VS. DEPARTMEOT OF COMMERCE

Career Opportuni ty

f Astcus about additional10% discount!
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Parties
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with this coupon

Saturday, October 27, 1990
Applications must be received by
September 21, 1990
The Written Examination is the initial sup
in competing for a career as a Foreign
Service Officer.
Applicants for ihe examination must be:
• At least 20 years old on the date of
the examination
• United St_es citizens
• Available for worldwide assignment
You may obtain further information and
an application from your Campus
Placement Office or by calling area code
(703) 875-7490, or by writing:
The Recruitment Division
VS. Department of State
P.O. Box 9317
Arlington , Virginia 22209
• An Equal Opportunit y Employer •
* *.

•Green Mountain Coffees •
• Cheeses, pates, smoked seafoods •
• Domestic and imported wines and beers •
• Chocolates, candies, Ben & Jerry 's •
• Baskets for any occasion - we ship! •
• Sandwiches made to order •

113 Maim St., WTVL •872-8711*
Hours: M-Th
8-6:30, Fri. 8-8, Sat. 9-5
Proprietors: Jon Jorgensen '88 & Alison Stoddart

MAR DEN'S CARPET

(Waterville store onl y)
873-7703 or 873-6111 College Ave. Waterville

Welcomes Colby students with a large section of carpet remnants.
Many colors & styles to choose from. All drastically reduced.

$2.00 per foot!
Example: 5x12 would be $10!
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Dining Services Meat Hours
1990/91 Sc ho ol Y ear
MQn <^ y-Fri fl9EI
Mary Low

.J ohnson/Chaplin

iamay

Spa Missed
Mea l Hr^T

B

Closed

7:30-9:45

7:30-9:45

9:45- 11:30

L

12:00-1:30

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

1 :45-5:00

D

5:00-6:30

5:0*0-7:00

5 :00-7:00

7:00-9:00

8:00-9:00

Closed

*10:30-1:30

*10:30- 1:30

5:00-8:00

5:00-8:00

Saturda y .^
B
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D

Ctosed
11 :30-1:30 ^
i

5:00-7:00
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Cash Sales
1 p.m. -2 .a.m.

Sunda e
B

Ctosed

Ctosed

8:00-9:00

L

11:30-1:30

M0:30-1:30

*10:30-1:30

D

5:00-7:00

5:00-8:00

5:00-8:00

'10:30-11:30 - Continental Breakfast

Meal PriQfes
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Sunday Steak Night

_

*

$2.00
$3.50
$4.50
$5.50

Cash Sales
1 p.m.-11 p.m.
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Football
22
Sept.
29
Oct.
6

Trinity College
Hamilton College
Tufts University

Men's Soccer
8
Alumni
Sept.
14* Middlebury
15 Norwich University
Women 's Soccer
8 Alumnae
Sept.
•
11 Thomas College
15 Wheaton College
Women's Tennis
13 University of Maine
Sept.
15 Bowdoin College
J.L

OimmOnS \wOlIege

Sports
Men's Cross Country
22 University of New Brunswick
Sept.
29 Bowdoin College, USM
Oct.
6 Codfish Bowl-Franklin Park
Women's Cross Country
Sept.
15 University of Southern Maine
22 Southeastern Mass. Univ.
Invitational
29 CBB and Smith College
Women's Field Hockey
8 Scrimmage Day
Sept.
14 Plymouth State
15 Amherst College
Golf
Sept.

14-15 Bowdoin Invitational
22-23 Duke Nelson Invitational
Tourney
24
CBB Match

* Games in bold type designate home games

Sport s

Breaking New Ground

Critical Point
By B% Goodman
sports EnrroR.

j

Last year Chris Brown and Brian Doherty were jun ior football
player?.Thisyear they .chose to be just seniors,
Brown and Doherty were away last year in England when,most of
theirbest Meads were suspended for "being part of the underground
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
But on top of being friends and .fraternity members, the suspended studentswerealso agood mapntyofthefootball team-ateam
that had moved from a very sad state in their freshman yearto a solid
4-4 team. But with, the suspension of fourteen members of the team,
they went from solid to tragic,
Howeverin speaking with Brown and Doherty youdo not get the
feeling that either of them is not playing for feat of being injured or
losing everygame.Theysay it'sjust not the sametiyingtogetout there
and pretend that you feel comfortable playing next to a 1?G pound
freshman, instead of the guy you have grown to trust and he. ievein
through three years of playing together.
"I just would not feel right wearing khu Colby uniform/' said
Doherty. ' _ just Want to wash my hands of the whole situation and
graduated
And thenthere is Brown,wholike Doherty, hasworked his tail off
on Seaverns Fidd for three years, but just cannot see the sense in
carrying on. M Why should 1go hack and play wit hout the guysthat I
have been friends with . 1wish the team all the luck in the world and
it is definitely nothing personal but there is moreio life than Colby
foo&aTL"
$o instead of seeingtwo quitters,you Seetworegularguyswho are
going to be looking for johs come springtime> They had three good
years, and plentyof good memories. Some may see it as selfish, or
giving up,but nobodyhas everbeen called dumb for getting out when |
the getting was good £l
j

Soccer

,

.

Continued from pag e 16

plwto by Hilary Robbins
In his eleventh year as Head Coach of the White Mules soccer team, Mark
Serdjenian will be looking to his experienced players to help improve on last
year's 7-6-1 record.

of our opponents were semi-pros,"
said Serdjenian. "It did help,
though, to define a lot of positions
and was a real team builder. I think
it will help us a lot in the early
games because we have already
worked together in a competitive
situation."
Key returnees for the Mules
include All-State forward Chris
Flint '92 wholcd the team in scoring
for the last two years. Co-captains
Niles Parker '91 and Eric Russman
'91 will load the squad from their
fullback positions.

The abundance of talent and
experience has not softened
Serdjenian, however. He believes
the team could benefit from more
speed and insists that the team
cannot get over-confident.
As far as thegoals for the season,
Serdjenian is aiming for an ECAC
tourney berth and an improvement
upon last years 7-6-1 record.
The team plays the Alumni Sept.
8 and officially opens the season at
home against Middlebury on Sept.
14JQ

Fill out you r order form now and
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Subscribe
to the Echo

photo by Hilary Robbins
The Women's Soccer team scrimmaged the University of Maine, Orono this past Tuesday, christening
the new soccerfield with a 0-0 tie.

Th e

Micke y Goulet , a Brown University

who left his post as
Head Coach of the
Men's Hockey team
in 1989 was named
Coach of the Year
while guiding the
University Of Ottawa
hockey team this past
season.

Carol Anne Beach
'88 has been named
as the new Sports
Information Director
in the Public Affairs
office at Colb y
College.
Beach
captained
the
basketball team in her
senior year at Colby.
She spent the past
two years as an
assistant basketball
coach at Trinity
College and Brandeis
University.

graduate who received
his master 's degree
from the University of
Illinois. Kilbourn is a
1989 graduate of the
University of Maine
and spent a year
coaching at Bridgeton
Academy.

The Men 's and
Women's soccer teams
have abandoned the
quagmire they used to
call a field as they are
finally able to use the
new soccer field. The
new field is located
across the street from
Johnson pond and will
also be used by the
lacrosse team in the
spring.

Colb y

W o o d s m e n 's
TeamCPV = nRT)
opens their season
Sept. 22 in Jordan ,
New York.They have
a
new
sign ,
constructed by 1990
graduates
Thad
Gemski and Rud y
Penczer, which was
put in p lace last
spring.
TeamMates,a new
sports shop, will be
opening in the next
few weeks in the
fieldhouse. The shop
will be staffed by Ellie
Clark who is leaving
her job in the Colby
m a i l r o o m .
TeamMates will sell
all types of sports
paraphernalia and
will be located at the
f i e l d h o u s e 's
information desk.

TheUl timate
Frisbee team will be
There willbe a 10K
race
in
playing afternoons on road
Thomas Smith the library lawn. Waterville Sunday,
and David Kilbourn Games willbe at 4 p.m. September 16. The
are the new members
Central
Maine
of the football
Striders are in charge
coaching staff for the
of the race and can be
1990 season. Smith is
contacted for more
information.

Aust in looks to underclassmen this fall
By Billy Goodman
SPORTS EDITOR

This year's Colby football team
started preseason practice with
twenty four fewer players than last
year, while Head Coach Tom
Austin's quarterbacks have taken
only one varsity snap among all
four of them.

Austin, in this his fifth season,
has managed to maintain his eternal
optimistic attitude, even , after
losing fourteen players who were
suspended for participation in an
underground fraternity last spring.
In an interview earlier this week,
Austin said,"In a crisis time like we
had last year,when the smoke clears
you have to take a look at what you
have left and evaluate the situation.
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Head Football Coach Tom Austin will face his first test Sep tember 22, at home
against the Trinity Bantams.

and what we found was that we
weren't looking as bad as we had
originally thought."
What the White Mules face this
year is an extreme lack of depth at
any position. The team, with only
four seniors, also faces the task of
playing sophomores and first-year
students, many of whom have not
played one down of college football.
"What we have is players that
have their primary position, and
then on top of that they are going to
have to double up, also playing
another position. That will mean
someplayersgoing both ways,"said
Austin. "The key to this team
winning is good health, coupled
with getting them to p erform."
The loss of players forced Austin
to reevaluate his offensive game
plan and insert a run and shoot
type offense. With this sty le,
Austin 's line will not have to
outmuscle opponents, but rather
j ust give the quarterback time to get
out of the pocket and make
something happen. Austin hopes
that b y spreading teams out the
Mules can make gains without
having to run over people.
Guiding the new offense is
sophomore quarterback Bobby
Ward who will be challenged b y
first year student Gerald DiPietro,
sophomore John Conati, and senior
Dan Teguis. In the backfield is
sophomore Todd Bosselait at
fullback, while Teguis and
sophomores Dave McCarthy and
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Carmine Colarusso , one of t he f our rema ining seniors on this yea r 's football
sauad ,will be an integral part of Tom Austin's new run-and-shoot offense.
Horace Simpson chase down the
other two running back spots.
Another determining factor in
the success of the White Mules this
season will be the health of the
offensive line. Seniors Carmine
Colarussso, Tom Griffin, and Paul
Baisley and sophomores Greg Burns
and Dan Sevilla have been targeted
as the front five for this year.
Colarussa, Griffin, and Baisley all
havelots of playing time under their
belts, but for Burns.and Sevilla it
will be baptism by f ire as t hey ar e
thrown into starting roles.
On the other side of the ball, the
defense will be led by NESCAC
Rookie of the Year, sophomore Len
Baker at linebacker , as well as

juniors Rob DeLello, Terry Reidy,
Mike Regan and Peter Sandblom,
who will handle the defensive
backfield.
They are joined by a menagerie
of sophomores and first-year
students, whom the coaching staff
will fill in definitively over the next
few weeks.
The picture is more upbeat when
it comes to the White Mules kicking
game. The punting and kicking will
be handled by PeterSandblom, who
has had two years of varsity playing
time and did quite well last season.
The team opens the season Sept.
22 at home against the Trinity
BantamsO

Women s Field Hockey "Intense" Men 's Soccer
Looking Strong
By Paul Argiro

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

. "The frosh are doing we]1considering there will be no J.V.
team this year," said Gillis. "And the ones that make it will
bring a lot of depth to our squad."
One area that is of concern is goaltending because Sam
Garr i son '91, last year's superb goalie, chose not be back on
the field this year.
* Coach Pluck said she will be asking Deb Stynchfield '93
and Jen Roy '93 to step in the cage. Stynchfield played J .V. last
year an d was as k ed occas iona ll y to back up Garrison.
Stynchfield said, "We [Stynchfield and Roy] have a lot to
learn. Every time we step on the fiel d, we l earn somet hing
new."
Roy added, "We f eel more comf or t a ble every ti me we s tep
in that cage."
When asked to describe the team in one word, Solomita
said "Intense." She continued , "We have a lot of high
expectations but we don't want to predict too much. Too
many times in the past we have been disappointed . But as
this team grows as a unit and we get to know each other, we
are going to be tough."
Smith Scrimmage Day is scheduled for Sept. 8 and the
home season begins on Sept. 14 against Plymouth.Q

Two words that seem to be circulating above and around
the Colby field hockey team are "hig h expectations." Last
year they came off an incredible year, were seeded first in the
NI AC tournam en t an d wound up wi nn i ng it by default. But
this year is a new season for these women.
Gone are players like Emil y Davis, last year's Player of th e
Year in Ma ine,MVP of t he team,and Regional All-American.
Also miss i ng i s Liz LeRoy ,an almo st irrep lac eabl e hi tter f rom
last year's squad.
But back are players like Andrea Solomita '91, Er i n Kelly
'91, and Amy Gillis '91 - the tri-captains of the "1990 team.
"We are going to be a great team to watch. And we want
to walk off the field, win or lose, knowi ng we gave 100
p ercen t," said Solomita.
Kelly looks to lead the way on defense. Solomita said,
"She is the key to our defense, a strong and dependable
player."
Gillis rounds out the trio , b ringing her lea d ersh i p and
experience to the forwa rd position.
"Leadership is crucial, an d we have gr ea t
leadership on this team ," said Coach Debbie
Pluck.
Un fortunatel y, leadershi p alone will not
bring the team an ECAC bid come late fall, a
goal which Pluck has in the back of her mind.
"Wc have a lot of hi g h expectations," P l uck
said. "But the key is to turn it into reality once
wc get on the field and start playing."
Attesting to tho depth of the team , the
captains mentioned players like Lizzie "Jets"
Frado '92, Tamiko Davi es '93, Michelle Rowcll
'92, Abigail Cook '91, an d Suzanne LaPradc '91
who bring with them a lot of experience.
Two of the first-year students Pluck wants to
sec contribute right away arc Carolyn Read and Captains Amy Gillis and Erin Kelly
take c: closer look at
Michelle Sattcrlee.
f ellow cap tain Andrea Solomita 's sty lish coiffure.
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Experience will be the key to tho White Mules'
suceeason thesoccor field this fall#sHd#d Co&ch Mflrk.

Sordjontea loses only aw? of twenty ptay«r* to

I graduation and has ton startersreturning for the 1090
season.
Setdjeni?M feels that the squad's ten. d?iy trip to
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